A STUDY IN ORGANIZATION.

We began with the knowledge that today’s learning materials come in endless shapes and sizes. Then we went to work. Part of a complete system, SmartLink modular storage from The HON Company easily arranges—and rearranges—to meet the requirements of various teachers, students, grade levels, and courses. The only storage solution you will ever need, it takes the bother out of getting organized so you can create the smartest learning environment yet.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Credenza height

(1) 30” COLUMN
30"H x 36"W
HLSC36-1N
HLSC36-1D
HLSC36T-1N
HLSC36T-1D

(2) 12” COLUMNS
30”H x 36”W
HLSC36-2N
HLSC36-2D
HLSC36T-2N
HLSC36T-2D

(3) 12” COLUMNS
30”H x 52”W
HLSC52-3N
HLSC52-3D
HLSC52T-3N
HLSC52T-3D

Full height

(1) 30”
30"H x 52"W
HLSC52-1N
HLSC52-1D
HLSC52T-1N
HLSC52T-1D

(1) 30”, (1) 12” COLUMNS
61 3⁄4”H x 52”W
HLSC52-21N
HLSC52-21D
HLSC52T-21N
HLSC52T-21D

(2) 12” COLUMNS
30”H x 52”W
HLSC52-3N
HLSC52-3D
HLSC52T-3N
HLSC52T-3D

ACCESSORIES

TRAY KIT–3”
HLSA-TK3
Qty: 7

TRAY KIT–6”
HLSA-TK6
Qty: 4

“TRAY KIT–12”
HLSA-TK12
Qty: 2

WHITEBOARD-24”
HLWBS-24W
48”H x 24”W
Qty: 1

WHITEBOARD-48”
HLWBS-48W
48”H x 48”W
Qty: 1

WHITEBOARD BRACKET
HLSA-WBK52
Qty: 1 pair

SHELF KIT–12”
HLSA-SK12
Qty: 2

SHELF KIT–30”
HLSA-SK30
Qty: 2

COAT ROD–12”
HLSA-CR12
Qty: 1

*Shown with optional hanging file rails HLSA-HRK.

ORGANIZED

Place items on slide-out shelves or in 3-inch, 6-inch, and 12-inch slide-out trays. Reconfigure shelves and trays in moments without tools as storage needs change.

MOBILE

Heavy-duty locking casters make it easy to move storage cases around to support various activities. Corner bumpers help prevent damage.

ADAPTABLE

Tall storage cases double as mobile classroom dividers, allowing teachers to create teaching zones, breakout areas, and more. For additional functionality, attach an optional whiteboard to the back for an extra teaching surface, display area, or student work zone. You can use the same whiteboards from your SmartLink wall rail system with your tall storage cases. How’s that for flexibility?

SECURE

All units can be ordered with locking doors for added peace of mind.

SELECTION

Choose from two top options: The laminate top with a t-mold edge combines a classic look with exceptional durability. Or go a bit more upscale with powder-coated MDF (medium-density fiberboard), which features comfortable ergonomic edges.

COORDINATED

Part of a total classroom system, SmartLink modular storage features the same rounded edges, color palette, and contemporary styling of other SmartLink components for a clean, unified look.

SURFACE MATERIAL SUMMARY

Component Type | Color & Code
--- | ---
Powder-Coated MDF | Muslin (T3)
Tops and Shelves | Reflection (T6)
Light Gray (Q)
Laminate Tops | Natural Maple (DD)
Sheer Mesh (A5)
Silver Mesh (B9)
Harvest (CC)
T-Mold Edge | Charcoal (S)
Platinum (K)
Painted Surfaces | Charcoal (S)
Muslin (T3)
Platinum Metallic (T1)
Frame Color | Charcoal (S)
Platinum Metallic (T1)

Trays are translucent and the coat rods are silver in color.

PRODUCTS, MATERIALS, AND FINISHES SHOWN:

A: SmartLink Teacher Station, with muslin top, platinum t-mold, charcoal paint and platinum frame.

SmartLink Task Chair with cherry shell and charcoal frame. SmartLink Student Desks with white hard plastic top and charcoal frame.